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Dedicated to the one that got away (I never had the guts
to even talk to her). J. G., you will always be my first love.

Introduction

F

or lifetimes we have wondered if we were alone in the
universe. Relatively recently, it has been proposed that
humans were created by another race of advanced aliens.
In addition to other pitches, this constitutes the ancient
astronaut hypothesis. This series of narratives examines the
implications if that were true, and what it would mean if
we were called upon to do what we were made to do (in
this case, fight a war that those who created us could not
win against another project they didn’t get quite right). To
keep things simple, all caps, center-lined indicate that one
of the character’s cyborg interface is communicating with
them. Additionally, when quotations are underlined it
indicates that an ‘electronic telepathy’ is being used to
communicate essentially non-verbally between characters.
Enjoy.
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GOOD MORNING, CAMAXTLE

“W

hat’s good about it, you Lanthian piece of shit?”
demanded the cocoa-skinned beauty in the
recovery pod. “That fat bastard shot me!”
Camaxtle floated in the neutrally buoyant fluid that
filled her tube, waiting for the recovery cycle to complete.
Like other Enhanced Strategic Multi Adaptive Fighters,
the interface to help her control her cybernetic implants
communicated with text overlaid on the peripheral of her
vison, in focus but never blocking anything’s she wanted
to look at, and her unblemished flesh was broken by
portions of metallic leather. Strips covered the top of her
arms and the sides of her legs, her rib cage, and along her
spine. Unlike most other ESMAFs, however, her metal
flesh was golden, flesh of the gods.
As one of the last ESMAFs made, the interface to
control her cybernetic enhancements was completely
human made. Aside from a long list of techno-jargon
upgrades to make it more manageable, what it really came
down to was this: the only messages she received were
1
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responses she directly requested or messages of life-anddeath importance. The drawback was that the engineers
of the Atlantis Science Foundation decided it needed a
personality, the final human touch.
“Why am I still submerged, you Lanthian calculator?
And how long was I out?” she thought to her interface, as
talking in fluid was impossible.
NO CONNECTION TO HOST SERVER FOUND
DATE/TIME UNK …
“Look, just tell me what I want to know, dammit!” she
demanded.
I’M SORRY, CAMAXTLE
I CANNOT COMPLY
DATA DOES NOT EXIST
“Partially self-aware tool,” she groaned, rolling her
mahogany eyes and trying to pound on the glass. “The
ASF really fucked up your programming. Get me, the
hell, out of here!”
RECOVERY CYCLE INCOMPLETE.
10 SECS UNTIL OXYGENATED FLUID DRAIN.
PREPARE FOR RESPIRATORY SWAP.
After a slight pause, the fluid level began to drop,
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almost imperceptibly slow. As air replaced the thick syrup,
it began to drain faster. Soon it passed her face. As it did,
she breathed out as hard as she could, just as she had been
conditioned. This was not a simple process, despite
appearances. As the slurry passed her shoulders, she
attempted to inhale, but the hacking started. In order to
begin gaseous respiration, one had to first expel all the
fluid. This was the normal end to an unnatural process.
***
“What do you mean, I need to be augmented?” Camaxtle
asked her new mistress, the great Kendra Anteen, as they
walked through a sliding glass door. “I thought you picked
me because I was already better than normal people.”
Balam had really picked up recently. Victory felt close,
despite the Zeitmimi redoubling their efforts. The many
warriors, techs, medics, and other assorted support staff
darted to and fro, intent on keeping up the inertia.
Camaxtle ignored all others as she followed Kendra.
Camaxtle was here for her, the woman known throughout
the world as the greatest warrior of all. Camaxtle was only
here to learn the art of power from the most powerful
person on the planet, and perhaps kick some ass in the
process. She had wrongs in her life that this woman would
help right.
The devastatingly beautiful, tall redhead beside her was
the second in command of the entire project. She was also
the most feared woman in the world. Never before had
Camaxtle met a woman that held any position of
authority. That kind of thing just didn’t happen in The
Divine Ascension. Yet even they respected her, even stood
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in awe of her.
“There are times,” Kendra said, “when it is not about
what is there already, but instead about the potential. You
are not a warrior yet.”
“Mistress, you’re not making any sense,” Camaxtle
groaned, trying to get more out of the enigmatic Kendra.
The pair entered the medical section of the base. The
walls were of structural ceramic, not the natural sandstone
of the rest of the complex. There were no seams except
where there were metal and glass doors, yet even at these
doors there was no space between the materials. There was
absolutely no place infection could take root.
They made their way in silence. Camaxtle, while hating
Kendra’s cryptic nature, still could not help admiring the
easy grace of her superior. This Kendra Anteen was the
epitome of humankind. The young girl wondered for the
millionth time how such awe-inspiring capability found
such a perfect home. Finally the pair stepped through a
set of sliding doors at the far end of the passage.
Kendra waited for the sealing hiss to subside before
turning to her protégé. “As of now, you are what can best
be described as an adept. However, the enemy we are
facing is more powerful than any human on Edun can
face. You need to take off your garments to prepare for the
procedure.”
“So far, all I have seen your Valkyrie fight is the
enhanced humans the enemy uses as shock troops. Hell,
I took out a few dozen myself,” she said, starting to strip.
The changing room was small and brightly lit. The
small lockers where people placed their possessions during
the procedures were immaculate. The people outside the
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doors were in their own world, leaving her alone with
perfection. Camaxtle picked at random a locker near the
middle to put her shoes in as she listened to the music
that was the voice of a great woman.
“That is because The Grand General wanted to see your
skills before the expense of upgrading you was authorized,
and he is in charge.”
“Men are so stupid—” Camaxtle started before Kendra
cut her off with an elbow to the side of her face.
“That man is the only reason any of us are still alive,
and I don’t care what happened to you on your night of
first blood, you will show respect.”
“Yes, Ma’am.” She reluctantly agreed, refusing to rub
the reddening area of her cheek. She instead returned to
undressing. “So what does this upgrade process entail?”
“Metallic shunts will be fused to your bones. Your right
eye will be replaced by a biomechanical one. Your
circulatory, digestive, musculature, and respiratory
systems will have upgrade seeds implanted for the
retroviruses and will transform most of your insides in
time. Cybornetics that even the Ankii couldn’t fathom
will be installed in your body. An interface, the first the
ASF completely built from scratch, will be implanted in
your brain to allow you to not only control your
enhancements, but also allow wireless peer-to-peer
networks to be set up between you and other ESMAFs as
well as the base’s central computer.”
“Cool.” She stepped closer to Kendra, eyes looking up
in askance. “Where do we start?”
“See that tub of goo?” Kendra opened the inner door
with the press of a button. “That is sterile, oxygenated
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fluid. It will serve to keep infection from getting hold
during the process. It also contains topical numbing
agents, and a compound to limit your recall of the
procedure, because this is extremely painful. Trust me, I
know, and I didn’t get to forget.”
Camaxtle accepted the mask Kendra handed her. “You
know, this is all very dis—”
“We all had to do it, and remember, you will wake up
in it, and you won’t have on a mask. As long as you don’t
panic you’ll be fine. I’ll be here to walk you through your
first transition.”
With a deep sigh she put on the mask and hesitantly
entered the tub. After a moment to acclimate, she closed
her eyes and slipped under.
***
With all the liquid drained, seals hissed and the dome rose
and shifted to the left to let her set her feet on the dustcovered floor.
“And to think I hated that creepy kid who handed me
a towel as I got up,” she moaned, opening her eyes and
holding up her arms to watch the goo drip down her
fingers, grimacing the whole time.
The room was dark, save for the status LEDs of the
recovery pod. Aside from the pod, there was nothing in
the eerie space. She sneered at the lack of proper lighting
and strode to where the door should be. It was sealed
from the outside, the handle removed.
“Is this some kind of sick joke!” she screamed at the top
of her lungs, pounding on the door. “Let me out, you
fucks!”
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There was no response as she started to leave blood on
the stone surface. “What in Xilbaba is going on?” She
stopped her futile pounding.
THE FACILITY APPEARS TO HAVE
BEEN ABANDONED
AS PER CHILAM BALAM
“The plan book for the reestablishment after the final
push from the Zeitmimi?”
CORRECT
“Fuck me!” she sighed. “Light amplification and
thermal overlays, now!”
The system complied, and with the augments in place,
she could see the entire small room. Not that there was
much to see; the place was indeed, empty. Vague
recollections of the plan misted to the surface of her brain.
Too bad there was no coherence to it.
She stepped over to the oversized locker in the back,
wishing she had paid better attention to the planning
meetings. She tore the locker open, almost ripping the
door off its ancient hinges. It was empty save a small black
backpack labeled Class IV Soldier Survival/Self-defense
Kit.
Pulling out the vacuum-packed survival garment and
ripping it open, she snarled at the thought of putting it
on over her goo-covered skin. But it was soon followed by
boots, a handgun belt, and an O2 rebreather mask.
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Clothed, and slightly less cold, she glared at the room as
if by sheer force of will she could bore a hole in the walls
to get out.
“Acoustic resonance overlay, now!”
With every sound made, its echo temporarily clarified
her vision. She rounded the cell tapping the walls, looking
for a weakness.
“What’s this?” She stopped at the locker. “When did
they put in a false bottom?”
DESIGN SUGGESTS ORIGNAL INSTALLATION
“Didn’t ask you,” she spat, pulling out the plate. “Cool,
PX.” She grinned, turning over the brick in her hand.
She quickly packed up her new toys and stood with a
sigh. Now that all the secrets were exploited, she struggled
to remember the rest of the plan. On a whim she looked
up, and in the center of the ceiling was what looked to be
a ventilation grate.
“I hope those bastards actually made that big enough
for me.”
The oversized diffuser almost blended into the
background of the ceiling. It was well out of reach, and
there was nothing to stand on. But there were only tiny
screws holding it in place.
“Turn all overlays off.” She grinned to herself.
She drew her pistol and, by memory alone, shot out the
screws, letting the diffuser fall. Before it clattered to the
ground, she used all her cyborg strength to jump up and
grab the edge so she could underhand the bag in. After
wriggling in behind it, she followed the tight passage for
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a long way.
***
Camaxtle, while crawling through the ductwork of the
downed ship, stumbled and tumbled to the bottom and
the exit. The bright light was blinding as she blinked up
at one of the people she loathed. The bronze-skinned
woman towering over her was called Shiva. Her name,
though, was Kadhriholi Kamilika, or “Lotus in a ray of
sunshine.” Frankly, Camaxtle couldn’t see the correlation
between her and her name. Kadi, the second in command
of the Valkyrie, had hated Camaxtle since she showed up
and didn’t care who knew it. In fact, nearly all the other
warriors of Balam hated her. Their loss, as far as she was
concerned. If they couldn’t handle the fact she had way
more awesomeness than them, she did not need them.
“Who the hell designed these stupid ships?” Camaxtle
groaned, grasping her knee in pain.
“It’s a Zeitmi ship,” scoffed Shiva. “Who do you think
designed it?”
With the aid of a few well-placed rockets, the enemy
ship had crashed and was currently in pieces in the middle
of the Great Plains of Xuluuni. Now the entire project
Balam was scouring it for any useful tech or intel. They
had all been forcing Camaxtle to get better and better at
using her enhancements and her body, pushing her past
what limits she had thought she had before. This was not
what she had in mind when she agreed to become an
ESMAF.
The copper metal flesh of Kadhriholi’s augments did
glint like sunshine. “Look, Shiva, you don’t think I’m cut
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out for this. I get it. But can you at least pretend not to
hate me?”
Through the cracked overhead hull, the deep blue of
the sky was broken by wisps of cloud. Birds, some with
Balam augments to help survey the wreckage, soared and
chirped as Kadi eyed the kid.
“Don’t ask stupid questions, and I won’t have to treat
you like a ditz.” She mock smiled, glancing at the passage
behind Camaxtle.
Kadhriholi maintained the Ramin tradition of a red dot
denoting her lack of marriage, even though she broke all
ties with The Remnant almost a decade ago. After all, in
these troubled times, one should hold on to one’s roots.
One didn’t know how long anything would last.
“You can have your cat fight some other time, Ma’am
Kitten,” Cora Clansheild joked as she entered the
compartment.
Cora was built like a tank, with large muscles and
piercing blue eyes. The only feminine feature she had was
semi-curly, long blond hair. It was a marvel to Camaxtle
that men could find such a woman attractive, but she was
never short of friends.
“Really, kitten?” she wasn’t sure if the other was coming
on to her. Camaxtle hoped to Vericocha that Cora wasn’t.
“Yes, Camaxtle, I called you a kitten. Well, you are the
youngest here, and as such are best suited to spelunking
the bowels. Speaking of—”
“You can go–” Camaxtle cut Cora off as she too was cut
off.
“Why does my HUTD indicate I have three idle
personnel?” Kendra called over the wireless link between
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the team. “We are on the clock, in case you girls have
forgotten. You can argue and bitch to each other when we
get back to base. Your battle auxiliaries are also available
for use. Use them, not just the NUB.”
Both Cora and Kadhriholi glared at Camaxtle. Cora’s
electric blue eyes were piercing. Kadhriholi’s brick brown
eyes were, as always, unreadable. Camaxtle caught a
glimpse of herself in the mirrored chrome of Cora’s leather
metal, and she hated herself for looking so angry.
“This isn’t over,” Camaxtle scowled, crawling back into
the collapsed corridor.
***
Finally Camaxtle came across a pattern of raised dots that
indicated the location of the escape hole.
The edge of the flat stone had small depressions to allow
fingers in for lifting it up. After she had moved the stone,
she carefully slipped through the hole and dropped
silently to the ground. The passage stretched away in two
directions, lazily curving around the edge of a huge circle.
“The outer circus hall,” she sighed. “Also totally
abandoned—fucking great.”
Ages of dust and debris littered the passage. Many paw
prints, some separated by centuries, but overlapping
nonetheless, covered the floor. At even intervals were
other doors, which were sealed to prevent people from
entering the recovery rooms of ESMAFs.
As she sashayed down the hall, she noted some signs of
recent human activity. She carefully followed the trail
from a breached wall, using all of her training to visualize
what had happened.
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“Remarkable,” she said. “Such power, such
determination—this can only be the work of my mistress.”
She followed the tracks to the section of the circus hall
that housed the shock troops and went into a room with
a rather large corpse. As she investigated, a large black dog
with an angular snout sat in the doorway and watched
with a cocked head.
“D’Three, you brain-dead buffoon. Finally got your just
deserts, I see.” Camaxtle smirked before she turned back
toward the door. “Anubis? Where’s Taxcotle?”
***
“What’s with all the dogs?” Camaxtle asked as they walked
into the headquarters’ kennel at the base of the ziggurat
called The Mountain of the Jaguar, their home sweet home.
The sun was high overhead, and there was not a cloud
in the sky. The augmented animals were making their
rounds. She could, at any point she chose, establish a link
with any of them. The calls of the real jungle animals were
soothing, just like they should be. The few happy
memories of her past bubbled to the surface of Camaxtle’s
thoughts. Kendra walked with a purpose, Anubis loyally
at her heal.
“You have to get a battle auxiliary, and given your past
experiences with Loki, Coyote, Chukke, Kunti, and, yes,
Nubis, I was getting to you.” She laughed, using Anubis’s
familiar name and scratching behind his ear. “You should
probably pick one out yourself. Hell, the rest of us did.”
“Why do I want a barking PC?” she said, glaring at the
choices.
The fenced-in area was full of K-9s of various
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descriptions. The most common were the lean, black,
larger breed with angular snouts. But others were more
muscular. Some were larger, some were leaner, some were
smaller. Their fur was a range of colors—reds, browns,
and blacks. The smell was horrific. The kennel was too
small for the number of beasts housed.
“I asked the same thing, and believe it or not, they are
actually useful.” Kendra smiled, then whistled, attracting
the attention of the mutts.
“So, what are the criteria?” Camaxtle asked, resisting
the urge to kick the puppy that was sniffing her leg.
“They are all qualified to serve, or else they would not
be in this department,” Kendra said, “Just pick one you
like. That one seems to like you.”
Camaxtle looked down and her jaw hit the ground; that
stupid mongrel was about to leak on her. Just before the
stream started, a second pup tackled the first. Camaxtle
smiled, picking up her rescuer.
The helpful puppy was a bit smaller than the rest. Her
skin lacked any pigment, with eyes red like blood.
“I’m going to call you Taxcotle.” She nuzzled the albino
puppy.
***
Anubis stood up. “Taxcotle is dead. Juggernaut decided
he was hungry, fourteen cycles ago,” he replied through
the communications system.
She turned and began to kick D’Three in the face
several times. “She, was, my, only, friend, and, you, ate
her! Bastard!”
After a moment she was winded, the face was a bloody
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pulp, and she felt better. “Nubis, you’re Kendra’s battle
auxiliary. Why aren’t you with my mistress?”
“Chilam Balam, she left without reuniting with you,”
the dog seemed to shrug. “The only way to ensure
reunification was to wait for your revival.”
“Ugh, fine, you stupid mongrel,” she sighed. “Where is
Kendra Anteen?”
Suddenly his ears pricked up. “In trouble!” and he
darted off down the hall.
“Taxcotle is so much smarter than you.”
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